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Safety Warnings Read Prior to Use!
1. The operator and bystanders should 
always wear safety glasses when using this 
torque wrench.
2. Periodic wrench recalibration is required 
to ensure accuracy.
3. Out of calibration torque wrenches may 
cause damage to part being tightened or the 
torque wrench may be damaged.
4. Do not use cheater bars to apply force to 
the handle unless it was supplied with this 
wrench.
5. Do not exceed the maximum range of the 
torque wrench.
6. Apply torque in a safe manner by pulling 
rather than pushing the wrench. Pulling the 
wrench may prevent injury or fall if the fas-
tener or wrench should slip or break.  
7. Never use the wrench to balance your 
weight while applying torque.  Plant your 
feet should be firmly on the ground, so if the  
wrench should slip or break you will not fall.
8. Never “bounce” the wrench to apply force 
to the handle.

Caution-Ratchet
Inline ratchets may slip or break, causing 
injury, if parts are worn, dirty, mismatched, 
or if the direction lever is not fully engaged.
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Prior to Use
It is recommended to cycle the wrench 
to full scale, three times, in the direc-
tion used, and then set the zero.  Dial 
wrenches should be zeroed prior to use.  
Set zero to proper needle used.
To Set Zero
If you are not using the memory needle 
feature, rotate the bezel (1) until the 
pointer needle (3) points to the zero on 
the scale to be used.  If you are using 
the memory needle feature set the zero 
as described under memory needle 
clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise 
(CCW) operation.
Indicator Needle Operation
Apply torque until the indicator needle (3) 
reaches the desired torque value.  When 
torque is removed the indicator needle 
will return to zero (always reset the zero 
between torque cycles).
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Operation Continued
Memory Needle Clockwise (CW) Operation
1. Rotate the bezel (1) in the CCW direction until 
the memory needle (2) hits the indicator needle 
(3). Continue to rotate the bezel until the memory 
needle points to zero on the scale to be used.
2. Apply torque in the CW direction.The indicator 
needle pushes the memory needle as torque is 
applied.
3. When the memory needle reaches the desired 
value, stop applying torque.  The indicator needle 
will return to zero and the memory needle will stay 
at the maximum torque applied.
4. After reading the torque value, reset the memo-
ry needle by rotating the reset knob (4), iCCW, until 
the memory needle touches the indicator needle.
5. Make sure the memory needle is pointing to 
zero, by rotating the bezel in the CCW direction, 
before starting another torque cycle.
Memory Needle CCW Operation
1. Rotate the bezel (1) in the CW direction until 
the memory needle (2) hits the indicator needle 
(3). Continue to rotate the bezel until the memory 
needle points to zero on the scale to be used.
2. Apply torque in the CCW direction.  The indicator 
needle pushes the memory needle as torque is 
applied.
3. When the memory needle reaches the desired 
value, stop applying torque.  The indicator needle 
will return to zero and the memory needle will stay 
at the maximum torque applied.
4. After reading the torque value, reset the mem-
ory needle by rotating the reset knob (4) CW, until 
the memory needle touches the indicator and is 
pointing to zero.

(See also 857295 SR Adapter Rule Slide    
Calculator at www.srtorque.com )
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Certification:
When shipped from the factory, this tool 
met the ANSI B107.14M-1994, accuracy 
standard and was calibrated with equip-
ment that was calibrated with standards 
traceable to (National Institute of Standards 
and Technology) N.I.S.T.
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Use of Adapters
When using a handle 
extension the actual 
torque applied (AT) will 
be greater than the 
reading shown on the 
dial (DR).  Use this for-
mula to determine the 
actual torque applied:
AT=DR(L+A)/L

AT = Actual Torque
DR = Dial Reading
A = Length of Extension
L = Length from hand 
position to center of 
square drive

The extension should 
only be used in-line with 
the wrench (as opposed 
to being at an angle), 
or the above equation 
does not apply. 
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Operation Continued
Memory Needle Clockwise (CW) Operation
1. Rotate the bezel (1) in the CCW direction until 
the memory needle (2) hits the indicator needle 
(3). Continue to rotate the bezel until the memory 
needle points to zero on the scale to be used.
2. Apply torque in the CW direction.The indicator 
needle pushes the memory needle as torque is 
applied.
3. When the memory needle reaches the desired 
value, stop applying torque.  The indicator needle 
will return to zero and the memory needle will stay 
at the maximum torque applied.
4. After reading the torque value, reset the memo-
ry needle by rotating the reset knob (4), iCCW, until 
the memory needle touches the indicator needle.
5. Make sure the memory needle is pointing to 
zero, by rotating the bezel in the CCW direction, 
before starting another torque cycle.
Memory Needle CCW Operation
1. Rotate the bezel (1) in the CW direction until 
the memory needle (2) hits the indicator needle 
(3). Continue to rotate the bezel until the memory 
needle points to zero on the scale to be used.
2. Apply torque in the CCW direction.  The indica-
tor needle pushes the memory needle as torque 
is applied.
3. When the memory needle reaches the desired 
value, stop applying torque.  The indicator needle 
will return to zero and the memory needle will stay 
at the maximum torque applied.
4. After reading the torque value, reset the mem-
ory needle by rotating the reset knob (4) CW, until 
the memory needle touches the indicator needle 
and it indicates zero.


